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Theoretical investigation of the increase in the Rosseland mean opacity for hot dense mixtures

Jun Yan and Ze-Qing Wu
Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics, Beijing 100088, China

~Received 11 January 2002; published 10 June 2002!

Based on a detailed configuration accounting model with the term structures treated by the unresolved
transition array model, a large scale calculation has been performed for the opacities of medium- and high-Z
materials and mixtures. Agreement between our calculated results and previous theoretical simulations is
obtained. By filling in the low-opacity regions of one material with the high-opacity regions of other materials,
the Rosseland mean opacity of their combination will be increased. This should be of great interest to hohlraum
design in indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion. Based on our studies, many mixtures, such as Au1Nd, or
Ho1Sn, can result in a similar~or higher! increase in the Rosseland mean as the previously proposed Au
1Gd mixture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the indirect approach to inertial confinement fusi
~ICF! @1,2#, materials with high Rosseland mean opacity a
of great interest to the hohlraum design because of their h
reemission and x-ray conversion efficiency@3#. Usually, a
single high-Z material, such as gold, is used to construct
hohlraum walls because it has a high opacity over a br
range of the x-ray spectrum. However, the absorption sp
trum of gold at the hohlraum temperature, like that of a
other element, is not constant. It has peaks and vall
These valleys dominate and reduce the Rosseland m
opacity. If the valleys can be filled up by peaks of oth
material~s!, the Rosseland mean will increase. Therefo
people try to use hohlraums of mixed materials. In the ea
1990s, Nishimuraet al.studied the increase in the Rossela
mean opacity of mixtures@4#. They attempted to quantify th
effect by measure the efficiency of various mixtures of m
terials in converting laser light to x rays and inferring, fro
these data, the change in opacity. Recently, the Rosse
mean opacity of a mixture of Au and Gd at high temperatu
was directly measured by Orzechowski and co-workers@5#.
An increase of more than 40% in the Rosseland mean o
ity over that of pure gold was observed. A theoretical sim
lation was also carried out using the opacity codeXSN @6# in
their work @5#.

The Rosseland mean opacity calculation is controlled
the details of the frequency-dependent opacity. To obtain
curate results, the key point is to calculate a frequen
dependent opacity which displays the saw tooth feature
accurately as possible. The theoretical calculation of accu
frequency-dependent opacity is a challenging task for higZ
plasmas at high temperature and density. It requires a h
amount of atomic data. Usually, the average atom~AA !
model is used to calculated the opacity of medium- and hi
Z mixtures as in Refs.@5,7#. Only a few works have been
carried out based on methods beyond the level of the
model. Using the supertransition array~STA! method, Co-
lombant and co-workers have performed an extensive ca
lation of opacities for mixtures of Au and other elements@8#.
Further theoretical work on the opacity of the mixtures A
1Gd and Au1Sm, using an unresolved transition arr
1063-651X/2002/65~6!/066401~6!/$20.00 65 0664
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~UTA! model @9,10#, has also been presented@11#. In a pre-
vious paper@12#, we presented the calculated opacity for
mixture of gold and gadolinium at the temperature 250
and three densities 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 g/cm3. Agreement be-
tween our theoretical results and the experimental meas
ments as well as the theoretical simulations of the S
method was obtained. The present work can be regarded
sequel to our previous paper@12#, and we will report a more
extensive investigation for the opacities of mixed materia

II. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

The present calculations are based on the detailed
figuration accounting~DCA! model, in which the term struc
tures are treated by the UTA model@9,10#. Since detailed
descriptions of our DCA/UTA method have been given el
where@12–15#, here we only emphasize the following thre
points. ~i! In order to include as many important configur
tions as possible in the opacity calculation, we use the s
consistent-field~SCF! energy levels database to investiga
and produce important configurations. The database is c
structed from the energy level and quantum defects of so
bound orbitals and continuum orbitals, which have alrea
been calculated before from the self-consistent-field met
and are arranged within different channels for all ionic sta
of an element. Then we construct a huge amount of confi
rations ~up to eight electrons excited from all shells!. The
database is used to calculate the average energy of the
figuration approximately. By comparing their Boltzmann fa
tors, we choose the most important configurations to be
cluded in solving the Boltzmann-Saha equations and
calculations of properties for photoexcitation and photoio
ization processes. This can ensure the convergence o
calculation results, i.e., both the average charge and
opacity spectrum, for most cases, within 1%.~ii ! We use a
DCA model, but with term splitting effects included using a
UTA model @9,10# assumingj - j coupling. The UTA model
treats the superposition of many overlapping, intrinsica
broadened bound-bound transitions resulting from two e
tronic configurations as a single spectral feature. E
configuration-configuration transition array is then charac
ized by average quantities such as total intensity, aver
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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transition energy, and variance. In our calculation, the tr
sition energies, oscillator strength, and variance are ev
ated using the relativistic wave functions obtained based
the Dirac-Slater SCF potential. Atomic configuration pop
lations are calculated assuming local thermodynamic equ
rium ~LTE! by solving the well-known Boltzmann-Sah
equations.~iii ! Atomic data are calculated within the fram
work of quantum defect theory~QDT! @16–20#. In hot dense
LTE plasmas, there exist a huge number of configurati
with high principal quantum numbers. QDT is a powerf
method to treat these configurations. In this method,
physical quantities show smooth properties and can
treated in a unified manner within channels@21,22#. There-
fore, we can perform interpolations~rather than extrapola
tions! to reduce the computational effort.

Including these features described above, we have de
oped a computer code to provide opacity data. The valid
of our DCA/UTA method has been proved. For both t
spectral-resolved opacities@13–15# and the Rosseland mea
@12#, good agreement is obtained between our calculated
sults and the experimental measurements as well as o
theoretical simulations. In the present work, we have ca
lated the opacities of the following medium- and high-Z el-
ements and their mixtures: Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Sn, Cs, Nd, S
Gd, Ho, W, and Au. In practical calculation, Cs is replac
by its iodide~CsI! because cesium is liquid at room tempe
ture and CsI has almost the same spectrum as Cs. W
producing configurations, we cut off those configuratio
with high principal quantum numbern greater than 10. Fo
each ionic stage of an element, we choose about 10 000
important configurations from a huge number of configu
tions, and, for an element, 200 000 or more configurati
are included. For each configuration, all possible bou
bound transitions from 1s,2s,2p2 ,2p1 , . . . ,5f 2 ,5f 1 ini-
tial orbitals to ‘‘all’’ final orbitals (n<10) are taken into
account. The calculated results will be given in the followi
sections.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the Introduction, pure gold is typical
used to construct the hohlraum walls in indirectly driven IC
In order to improve the Rosseland mean opac
Orzechowskiet al. proposed mixing gadolinium with gold
@5#. In fact, many medium- and high-Z materials would be
good choices because their absorption peaks can overla
windows in the Au spectrum as well as or better than G
Figure 1 displays the frequency-dependent opacities of th
typical medium- and high-Z elements: Ni, Sn, and Nd at th
typical hohlraum temperature of 250 eV and density
1 g/cm3. The spectrum of Au is also plotted in Fig. 1 fo
reference. In the spectrum of gold, the absorption peak
the photon energy range about 500–1000 eV are helpfu
the Rosseland mean at the temperature 250 eV, while
windows at about 160 eV, 400 eV, and 1000–2200 eV, es
cially the windows above 1000 eV, play important rol
which dominate and reduce the Rosseland mean. These
dows can be filled up by the absorption peaks of other
ments as shown in Fig. 1. The overlap between the spect
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the high-Z elements Au and Nd seems to be the best,
only above 1000 eV, but also at photon energies about
eV and 400 eV. The overlap between the spectra of Au
medium-Z elements, such as Ni, seems not so good, bu
photon energies around and above 1000 eV, which is m
important for the Rosseland mean because it is around
maximum of the weight function at the plasma temperat
250 eV, there are big absorption peaks in the spectra o
and Sn. This can also result in an enhancement of the R
seland mean opacity. Table I gives the calculated Rosse
mean opacity at the temperature 250 eV and the den
1 g/cm3. The theoretical results of the STA method@8# are
also listed in Table I for comparison.

The Rosseland mean opacity we calculated for pure g
at the temperature 250 eV and the density 1 g/cm3 is
slightly larger than the value from the STA method and th

TABLE I. Rosseland mean opacitykR(cm2/g) for various ele-
ments and their mixtures with gold at a temperature of 250 eV
density 1 g/cm3.

kR Maximum kR

Element of pure element when mixed with Au % of A

Present Results of Present Results of
results STA@8# results STA@8# Present

Co 1224 1140 2223 2169 20
Ni 1198 1118 2340 2291 20
Cu 1035 952 2283 2263 30
Ag 1756 1844 1990 2036 20
Sn 1916 1997 2218 2280 20
CsI 2008 2056 2548 2566 20
Nd 1402 1509 2439 2475 40
Sm 1352 2286 50
Gd 1345 1377 2196 2162 60
Ho 1387 2057 70

FIG. 1. Frequency-dependent opacity of Ni, Sn, Nd, and Au a
temperature of 250 eV and density of 1 g/cm3.
1-2
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INCREASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066401
in Ref. @5#. Our result is 1729 cm2/g. The STA value was
1620 cm2/g @8#. In Ref. @5#, the value of 1500 cm2/g was
obtained with theXSN model, and 823 cm2/g with another
average atom model. In Table I, our calculated Rossel
mean opacities, both for the pure elements and the mixtu
are slightly larger or smaller than the corresponding res
of the STA method. Note that in the STA method, t
frequency-dependent opacities of each element are calcu
with the same temperature and the effective densities via
same chemical potentials, and then the Rosseland mea
the mixtures is calculated with the postprocessed prog
MIX @8#. In the present work, however, we solve the Sa
equations by including the configurations of all speci
which ensures that the same electron density can be achi
for each species. Then we calculate the spectrum of
frequency-dependent opacity for the mixture, based
which the Rosseland mean can be obtained. There are
points that can affect the present calculation of the Rosse
mean. ~1! The configuration interaction~CI! effects. As
pointed out in Ref.@23#, the CI between relativisticj j con-
figurations pertaining to the same general~nonrelativistic!
configuration can lead to noticeable changes in the opa
especially in the detailed spectra whereDn50, and some-
timesDn51, and for electrons of outer shells. In the pres
calculation, the CI effects have not been included, but
think that the CI effects may not lead to large changes in
Rosseland mean, because in the photon energy region
the maximum of the weighted function, most transitions
to highn or from inner shells. Of course, further study is st
needed to elucidate the CI effects on the Rosseland mea
high-Z mixtures.~2! The pressure ionization. At high dens
ties, the high principal quantum number~n! orbitals are un-
bound. Usually, people use the ion-sphere or the De
model to estimatenmax, and all configurations with high
principal quantum numbern,nmax should be included in the
calculation of the opacity. But considering that the numbe
configurations is too large, and it is difficult to calculate t
wave functions for the initial configurations with high prin
cipal quantum number, we here cut off the configurations
n.10. ~Here 10 is lower than thenmax that we estimated
using the Debye model.! For the final configurations, we als
cut off at n.10 although we can calculate the transitio
within the framework of QDT. This should have a sma
effect on the calculated results of opacity, and also dese
further studies. The above mentioned two points and o
different treatments may result in the discrepancies betw
our results and those of the STA model. However, the ag
ments are satisfactory. In Table I, we also give the optim
fraction of Au corresponding with the maximum Rossela
mean of the mixture in the last column. Here it should
pointed out that a slightly higher value of the Rossela
mean opacity than the corresponding maximumkR in Table I
may be achieved by adjusting the fraction of species wit
69%, because only mixtures with fractions ofn310% (n
51,2, . . . ,9) areconsidered in the present calculation. No
that in Table I the pure elements have a wide range of op
ity values, and, for their mixtures, a general increase in
Rosseland mean over either of the constituents is obtai
Many elements, except Ag and Ho, have a larger value w
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mixed with Au than that of Au1Gd. The increases in Ros
seland mean of Au1Ag and Au1Ho are not high, mainly
because at photon energies around and above 1000 eV
overlap is not very good; for Ag, the absorption peaks in
spectrum are a little lower and for Ho a little higher tha
1000 eV.

In reality, the hohlraum samples a range of densities
temperatures. The most accurate way to determine the o
ity of the composite should be to simulate the experim
with rad-hydro code suchLASNEX @5,11# or LARED @24#. In
the present work, we carried out the simulation with our LT
DCA/UTA code by calculating the opacity at several tem
peratures and densities: at the temperature of 250 eV and
densities of 0.1 g/cm3 and 10 g/cm3, and at the two tem-
peratures of 200 eV and 300 eV and the density of 1 g/c3.
The calculated results are listed in Table II. At low tempe
ture and/or high density, the Rosseland means of many m
tures are higher than those of Au1Gd, which happened a
the temperature of 250 eV and the density of 1 g/cm3. This
is not the case at high temperature and/or low density. H
ever, the Rosseland mean opacities of Au1Nd mixtures are
always higher than those of Au1Gd mixtures. This suggest
that the Au1Nd mixture is a better choice than the A
1Gd mixture suggested in Ref.@5#.

TABLE II. Rosseland mean opacitykR (cm2/g) for various el-
ements and mixtures.kR

s denotes the Rosseland mean opacity of
pure element, whilekR

m denotes the maximum Rosseland mean o
tained when mixed with Au.

Element kR
s kR

m % of Au kR
s kR

m % of Au

Te5250 eV
Density 0.1 g/cm3 Density 10 g/cm3

Co 353 1102 30 2406 2987 20
Ni 368 1194 20 2479 3065 20
Cu 332 1231 30 2300 2958 20
Ag 877 1089 30 2641 2791 20
Sn 1020 1283 20 2793 3024 20
CsI 868 1420 30 3131 3405 20
Nd 763 1628 40 2483 3069 40
Sm 642 1536 50 2382 2938 50
Gd 594 1390 60 2281 2850 50
Ho 628 1264 60 2277 2750 60
Au 968 2365

Density 1 g/cm3

Te5200 eV Te5300 eV
Co 1507 3040 20 907 1515 20
Ni 1486 3067 30 952 1664 20
Cu 1332 2920 40 860 1696 20
Ag 2909 3123 10 1155 1363 20
Sn 2689 3217 20 1244 1525 20
CsI 2553 3495 30 1465 1828 20
Nd 1813 3104 60 1259 2012 40
Sm 1826 3029 60 1151 1927 40
Gd 1845 2926 60 1073 1786 50
Ho 1953 2898 70 1055 1612 60
Au 2456 1231
1-3
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JUN YAN AND ZE-QING WU PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066401
In addition to the above results, we have performed
more extensive investigation for the opacities of other m
tures. First, we mixed tungsten with the above ten mediu
and high-Z elements. We chose tungsten because, like Au
also has a high opacity over a broad range of the x-ray s
trum, since tungsten is close to and only a little lower th
gold in the periodic table of elements. Figure 2 displays
frequency-dependent opacities of tungsten and gold at
temperature 250 eV and the density of 1 g/cm3. The absorp-
tion peaks from theO-, N-, andM-shell electrons of tungste
are in lower-photon-energy regions than those of gold, wh
may result in a higher Rosseland mean opacity than Au
lower hohlraum temperatures, for example, around or lo
than 150 eV. The opacity of materials at lower temperatu
than 200 eV will not be reported in the present paper. H
we mainly focus our interest on the hohlraum temperat
range around 250 eV. In Table III, we give the calculat
Rosseland mean opacities for various mixtures with tu
sten. At the density of 1 g/cm3 and three temperatures o
200, 250, and 300 eV, the Rosseland mean opacities of
tungsten are 2288, 1562, and 1121 cm2/g, respectively,
which are all smaller than the corresponding values for A
For some mixtures, such as Ag1W, Sn1W, and CsI1W,
the Rosseland means are always larger than the corresp
ing values of mixtures with Au. This may be because
these cases, the absorption peaks of Ag, Sn, and CsI ar

TABLE III. The maximum Rosseland mean opacitykR
m (cm2/g)

for various mixtures with W.

Element kR
m % of W kR

m % of Wu kR
m % of W

Te5200 eV Te5250 eV Te5300 eV
Co 3064 30 2290 20 1566 20
Ni 2993 30 2333 20 1692 20
Cu 2789 40 2198 30 1660 30
Ag 3256 20 2098 20 1441 20
Sn 3400 20 2351 20 1610 30
CsI 3567 30 2645 30 1907 30
Nd 2860 60 2278 50 1895 40
Sm 2728 60 2100 60 1761 50
Gd 2652 70 1930 60 1593 60
Ho 2527 70 1759 70 1337 60

FIG. 2. Frequency-dependent opacity of W and Au at a temp
ture of 250 eV and density of 1 g/cm3.
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1 keV play the dominant role, and the overlap between th
spectra and the spectrum of W~whose absorption peaks ar
in a lower photon energy region than those of Au!, can form
a bigger absorption ‘‘peak’’ around 1 keV.

In order to find an empirical upper bound to the Rossela
mean, we calculated the opacity for mixtures of multie
ments. In Ref.@8#, the best results at the temperature of 2
eV and the density of 1 g/cm3 are 2715 cm2/g for a mix-
ture of three elements 24%Au120%Gd156%CsI, and
2844 cm2/g for a mixture of four elements 15%Au
125%Gd135%CsI125%Ag. Our calculated result, for th
first case, is slightly larger than the value of the STA meth
2792 cm2/g. But for the second case, we find that by addi
Ag only a very small increase, to the value of 2808 cm2/g,
is obtained. In fact, for the mixture of three elements,
slightly adjusting the fraction of elements to 22.5%A
122.5%Gd155%CsI, a value of the Rosseland mean
2804 cm2/g can also be achieved. In Fig. 2, the absorpt
peaks and valleys of Au and W overlap each other in
photon energy range from 500 to 1000 eV, especially aro
585 and 660 eV. This stimulates us to use Au1W instead of
pure Au. A relatively larger increase, 2902 cm2/g, is ob-
tained for the mixture of 11.25%Au111.25%W
122.5%Gd155.0%CsI. Similarly, we use Gd1Nd instead
of pure Gd, and a slight increase 2944 cm2/g is obtained for
the mixture of 11.25%Au111.25%W111.25%Gd
111.25%Nd155.0%CsI. Figure 3 displays the frequenc
dependent opacity of the above mixture. Note that aroun
keV a global absorption ‘‘peak’’ is formed. To improve upo
this mixture, other elements whose absorption peaks can
in the gaps in Fig. 3 may be added, and a slight enhancem
may be achieved.

Although the above well chosen multielement mixture
lows us to obtain an upper bound in opacity, it will probab
not be feasible for a variety of reasons. Let us return t
mixture of two elements, which may be more feasible. In o
calculation, we find that the spectra of some elements o
than Au and W can also overlap each other as well as
better than the above mentioned two-element mixtures. F
ure 4 displays the frequency-dependent opacities of Ho,

a-

FIG. 3. Frequency-dependent opacity of the 11.25%
111.25%W111.25%Gd111.25%Nd155.0%CsI mixture at a
temperature of 250 eV and density of 1 g/cm3. Note that a large
absorption ‘‘peak’’ is formed around 1 keV.
1-4
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FIG. 4. Frequency-dependen
opacity of Sn, Ho, and Ho1Sn
mixture.
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and their mixture at the density of 1 g/cm3 and the tempera
tures of 200 and 250 eV. It can be seen that the ove
between the peaks and valleys in the spectra of Ho and S
very good in an extensive photon energy range like tha
Au1Nd in Fig. 1~c!. Therefore, large values of the Ross
land mean are obtain for their mixtures: 3514 cm2/g at 200
eV (70%Sn130%Ho), 2497 cm2/g at 250 eV (70%Sn
130%Ho), and 1793 cm2/g at 300 eV (60%Sn140%Ho).
These values are larger than most of the corresponding
ues in Tables I–III, which suggests that the mixture of H
1Sn is also a good candidate for constructing the hohlra
wall.

Finally, we conclude as follows. Based on the DCA/UT
method, we have carried out an extensive calculation of
opacity for many materials and mixtures. The increase
Rosseland mean opacity was investigated. Based on
studies, many mixtures can result in a similar or higher
n
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crease in the Rosseland mean than Au1Gd. The Au1Nd
and Ho1Sn mixtures are especially suggested for constru
ing hohlraum walls because of their high Rosseland me
An upper bound for the Rosseland mean, the va
2944 cm2/g for a multielement mixture, compared to th
value of 1729 cm2/g of pure gold at 250 eV and 1 g/cm2,
was also provided.
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